Characterization and transcriptional regulation of rat glutamine tRNA-encoding genes: repression of tRNA(UUGGln) synthesis.
In rat liver, the amount of tRNA(UUGGln) (RG-2) was found to be approx. 20% of that of tRNA(CUGGln) (RG-1). The independent RG-1 and RG-2 genes were isolated from a rat genomic library together with four RG-related genes containing two to five alterations in their coding regions. Sequence analysis demonstrated that there was no difference between the internal promoter sequences of RG-1 and RG-2. However, interestingly, the transcriptional activity of RG-1 was approximately four-times higher than that of RG-2 in an in vitro transcription reaction. Replacement of the 5'-flanking sequence of RG-2 by the corresponding sequence of RG-1 or by a plasmid DNA sequence caused activation of RG-2 transcription. Gel retardation assay demonstrated that the 5'-flanking region of RG-2 contained a unique sequence specifically recognized by a nuclear protein. Taken together, these results strongly suggest that the transcriptional activity of RG-2 might be negatively regulated by the binding of a nuclear protein at a specific site in the 5'-flanking region of the gene.